Activity dependent mechanisms of visual map formation--from retinal waves to molecular regulators.
The refinement of neural connections requires activity-dependent mechanisms in addition to the genetic program initially establishing wiring diagrams. The well-understood organization of the visual system makes it an accessible model for analyzing the contribution of activity in the formation of connectivity. Prior to visual experience, patterned spontaneous activity in the form of retinal waves has an important role for the establishment of eye-specific and retinotopic maps by acting on the refinement of axon arborization. In the present review, which focuses on experimental data obtained in mice and ferrets, we highlight the features of retinal activity that are important for visual map formation and question whether synaptic release and Hebbian based competition rules apply to this system. Recent evidence using genetic tools that allowed the manipulation of different features of neural activity have clarified the controversy on whether activity is instructive or permissive for visual map formation. Furthermore, current evidence strongly suggests that different mechanisms are at play for different types of axons (ipsilateral vs. contralateral), maps (eye-specific vs. retinotopic) or targets. Many molecules that either modulate activity or are modulated by activity are important in the formation of the visual map, such as adenylate cyclase 1, serotonin, or molecules from the immune system. Finally, new players in the game include retrograde messengers signaling from the target cell to the retinal axons as well as microglia that could help to eliminate inappropriate synapses.